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AGENDA

1. Meet & Greet

2. Some Bad Behavior

3. Some Tools & Ideas

4. More Bad Behavior
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Introductions

Roland Cuellar  (‘kway-are’)

• 14 years of agile experience
• BS CS, MBA
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LitheSpeed

• We only do agile consulting and training
• Capital One, Nationwide, CNBC, DHS, Freddie Mac, 

Fannie Mae, Westinghouse, Nike, many many others



BAD BEHAVIOR #1
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“Our PMs Need Help”!

Over the years, I can’t tell you how many times we’ve talked with customers about their ‘project 
management’ problems. We hear the following sorts of things all the time:

• Our PMs can’t manage projects

• We are terrible at project delivery

• We can’t estimate

• We need more project management training

• Yada yada yada

These sorts of conversations are almost always fascinating and here is how they often go:
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Tell Me More

• Mgr: We need training for our PMs on estimation and planning.

• Me: Really! Why do you say that?

• Mgr: We can’t estimate anything. We do it all the time, you’d think we’d be better at it by 
now but all of our projects are late.

• Me: Hmm. What do you mean when you say that you estimate “all the time?”
• Mgr: We have new project requests coming in every week. We need to provide quick and 

accurate estimates so that we can get these projects approved and started.
• Me: Don’t you realize that every time you inject a new project into an already busy team, 

or pull them out to do unplanned estimation work, you are destroying all of the estimates 
they provided to you previously?

• Mgr: … silence …
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Digging Deeper

• Client: Our PMs can’t estimate or drive delivery successfully. They 
need more training.

• Us: Are there just a few teams or PMs struggling or is this a more 
widespread issue?

• Client: All of them! It is a problem across our organization.
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It’s Not the PMs!

• If only a few PMs are struggling, then perhaps it is a PM 
training/skills/experience issue. 

• But if almost everyone is struggling, then the problem isn’t 
the PMs. The system in which they are trying to operate is 
broken.

1. No effective work-intake process
2. Weak management that says ‘yes’ to everyone
3. Defining  projects that are way too large
4. Inappropriate use of ‘projects’
5. No real management system
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A FEW TOOLS
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All Agile Methods Limit WIP 
• The right side has too many cars resulting in very 

slow delivery

• The left side has fewer cars but much higher 
speed!

• WIP determines speed and WE control WIP

• Scrum uses the 2-week time box to indirectly 
limit WIP

• Kanban uses explicit WIP limits instead. 

• All agile methods achieve speed and quality by 
narrowing the near-term focus

PROJECT	PORTFOLIOS	NEED	WIP	LIMITS	TOO!



Whittling It 
Down
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• I asked one PM to write down all 
of the current efforts underway

• 12 projects for a 10-person team!

• Score them on several factors:
• T-Shirt Size (S,M,L)
• Biz Value ($, $$, $$$)

• Do Smaller and $$$ first



Visualize the Flow
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• Use visual boards to track projects 

• Note where they are in the process

• And how long they have been there

• And what is coming up next

• If most projects are not flowing through to DONE then 
you have a system problem  (not a PM problem!)



• Each	sector	is	a	different	business	
area	

• Cocentric circles	represent	time

• Managers	put	their	approximate	
project	timing	needs	on	the	board	

• The	center	circles	represent	what’s	
going	on	right	now

• Use	it	to	drive	hard	discussions

• If	you	keep	saying	‘Yes’	to	everything,	
you	have	a	work-intake	problem,	not	a	
PM	problem!

Great	photo	…	not	sure	who	took	it

Work Intake

•“We	have	12	more	efforts	scheduled	to	start	next	month”
•But	we	aren’t	finished	with	what	is	going	on	right	now
•What	are	we	going	to	do?



WSJF Work Selection Model
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• You	can	make	rational	economic	decisions	between	projects
• Without	actually	knowing	any	of	the	$$$
• Using	point	values



Project != Release
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• Large projects clog up the highway 
• But … a project does not have to equal a release!
• Break projects down into lots of small releases
• Deliver useful chunks … then 
• Momentarily redirect the teams if needed 
• Then come back and deliver another chunk 
• Smaller chunks allow you to interleave work
• While actually delivering something



Fixed Cadence Delivery
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• Fix the dates and vary the scope
• We always deliver on time
• That which is ready gets delivered
• Constant delivery of value
• Very easy to coordinate and 

communicate
• Customers
• Operations
• Help Desk
• Production
• Infrastructure



• Projects are by definition …. 1-time events
• “Let’s deliver into production every month … If we do that, it’s not a 

project”
• We don’t do tons of documentation and artifacts for our monthly payroll 

run ... Why would we do all of that for monthly software updates?
• Let’s deliver frequently as a normal course of operations and focus on 

DELIVERY and QUALITY and NOT on paperwork!
• How much of your time could be recovered by removing the overhead?
• We have several F500 clients and major govt agencies that are already 

experimenting with this approach and doing very well
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The #NoProjects Movement



Portfolio Management Framework

1. Strategic Performance Monitoring:  Are we hitting our business goals?
2. Work Intake Process:  What are the requests that are being made of us?
3. Capacity Availability and Allocation:  What teams are available and when?
4. Delivery Performance Monitoring:  Are our teams on schedule?  Will we get 

the capabilities that we agreed to?
5. Impediment Resolution:  What do we need to do to address our delivery 

challenges?
6. Stakeholder Communications:   Who do we need to inform regarding 

delivery status?
7. Process Improvement:  What do we need to do to improve the effectiveness 

of our portfolio management?
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BAD BEHAVIOR #2
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Respect The Work Intake Process
• Me: How was the portfolio planning meeting today?
• Biz VP: Ok, I guess. We fought about priorities and competing needs but we 

came to some agreements and made a few new commitments.
• Me: That sounds great. What do you think it was just ‘ok’?
• Biz VP: Because after the meeting, I saw several people pull the CTO aside for 

some private conversations.
• Me: Why do you think that is a problem?
• Biz VP: I know what they are doing. They are asking the CTO to do things for 

them that we in the portfolio group did not approve. He is weak and he is 
going to say ‘yes’ to all of them like he always does. And so I know that the 
commitments that they just made to my business area are already screwed.
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Make It Plainly Visible …Over & Over Again
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Why	isn’t	any	of	
this	stuff	getting	
done?

Because	we	were	asked	to	do	all	of	
this?

By	whom?		The	group	didn’t	agree	
to	that?	



Contact Us

Roland Cuellar (‘kway-are’)
Roland.Cuellar@LitheSpeed.com

On the Web:

http://www.lithespeed.com
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